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1. 
This invention is directed to antenna Systems 

which exhibit the property of radiation with 
approximately circular polarization. The de 
sired polarization is obtained by the use of an 
electromagnetic dipole, effectively including both 
an electric and a magnetic dipole in a novel and 
convenient manner which inherently ensures the 
required amplitude and phase relations of the 
components of radiation contributed by each. 

Electric dipole antennas are well known in the 
art but they are characterized by plane polariza 
tion. This is also true of the conventional mag 
netic dipole or loop antenna, even though that 
antenna may take the form of a multiturn coll, 
because the dimensions and the feed connections 
to the coil tend to suppress any electric dipole 
effects that may otherwise result from the coil 
configuration. Since circular polarization Con 
notes the notion of a rotating field, neither of the 
prior dipole antennas, considered alone, is ca 
pable of transmitting or receiving such radiation. 
A pair of separate dipoles, one of the electric and 
one of the magnetic type, may conceivably be 
associated in an antenna System with Such rela 
tive phase as to radiate with circular polarization 
but the use of separate dipoles may not always be 
convenient. 

It is an object of the present invention there 
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fore to provide a novel and improved antenna, 
system exhibiting the property of radiation with 
approximately circular polarization. 

It is another object of the invention to provide 
a novel antenna system of simple unitary con 
struction which inherently functions with cir 
cular polarization. 
An antenna System in accordance with the 

present invention comprises a conductive struc 
ture having a maximum dimension much less 
than one-half of the operating wave length and 
including at least one conductor of helical con 
figuration. The structure is proportioned so that 
the average conductor turn of the structure has 
an area substantially equal to the product of the 
average pitch of the conductor turns times the 
operating radian length, whereby the system ex 
hibits the property of radiation with substantially 
circular polarization. 
For a better understanding of the present 

invention, together with other and further ob 
jects thereof, reference is had to the following 
description taken in Connection. With the accom 
panying drawings, and its scope will be pointed 
out in the appended claims. 

In the drawings, Fig. la is a representation of 
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2 
in accordance with the invention; Fig. 1b repre 
Sents an antenna which is theoretically the equi 
valent of the arrangement of Fig. 1a; Figs. 2a 
2d, inclusive, represent various methods of con 
necting an antenna embodying the invention in 
a balanced System with a signal-translating ap 
paratus; Figs. 3a and 3b show modified connec 
tions from the antenna to the signal-translating 
apparatus; Fig. 4 illustrates the application of 
the antenna to an unbalanced system; Figs. 5a 
and 5b are views of a fractional-turn multifilar 
modification of the antenna of the invention; 
Figs. 6a and 6b represent balanced antenna sys 
tems embodying a construction of the type repre 
sented in Figs. 5a and 5b while Fig. 7 represents 
a diversity receiver including a pair of antennas 
individually embracing the invention. 

Referring now more particularly to Fig. 1d, 
there is represented the conductive structure of 
an antenna System in accordance with the inven 
tion exhibiting the property of radiation with 
Substantially circular polarization. In this 
simple form the antenna structure comprises a 
single conductor 0 of helical configuration in 
cluding a plurality of conductor turns and defin 
ing a multiturn coil. The dot-dash construc 
tion lines of this figure indicate an imaginary 
cylinder which bounds the coil or conductor 0. 
Preferably, the coil is self-resonant at the op 
erating wave length of the system or is self 
resonant at the mean wave length where opera 
tion over a range of wave lengths is contemplated. 
The coil dimensions are designated by dimension 
lines 2a and b, the former corresponding with 
the diameter of the imaginary cylinder and the 
latter being equal to the product of the number 
of turns of conductor O times the helical pitch. 
These dimensions are less than the operating 
radian length of the system where "radian 
length' is defined as 

2r 

times the Wave length. Such a helical coil ra 
diates or receives a wave of circular polarization 
if the area and pitch of its conductor turns are 
properly related to the radian length. The rela 
tionship to be satisfied will be established with 
reference to Fig. 1b. 

Fig. lb shows how each turn of the helical con 
ductor or coil 0 may be resolved into two radiat 
ing components, One an axially extending con 
ductive element De of a length equal to the pitch 
p of the coil and the other a flat turn or loop Dm 

the conductive structure of an antenna system 55 normal to the axis of the helix and having an 
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area, A. The component De radiates as an elec 
tric dipole while the component Dm radiates as 
a magnetic dipole. Since each radiating Con 
ponent or elemental antenna, has dimensions 
much less than the radian length, each behaves 
essentially as a dipole with a coaxial doughnut 
pattern of radiation. For the electric dipole or 
current element De the polarization of the elec 
tric vector is in the plane of the element, while 
the corresponding polarization of the electric 
vector for the magnetic dipole or current loop Dm 
is normal to the axis of the loop. Thus, it be 
comes at once apparent that the helical antenna. 
of Fig. 1a is a superposition of electric and mag 
netic dipoles and may, therefore, be considered 
as “an electromagnetic dipole.' . . 

In discussing the electromagnetic dipole thus 
far, mention has been made of only the electric 
vectors of the two waves of crossed polarization 
resulting from (1) the electric dipole De and (2) 
the magnetic dipole Dra. Of course, the two 
waves of crossed polarization also have magnetic 
vectors. To realize circular polarization from 
the electromagnetic dipole the Waves of CrOSSed 
polarization must satisfy two conditions. First 
of all, they must have substantially equal in 
tensity and the corresponding vectors of the two 
waves of crossed polarization must be in time 
phase quadrature. Both conditions may be Satis 
fied by properly proportioning the helical conduc 
tor 0 with reference to the area of its turns, the 
pitch and the radian length. 
The condition of equal field intensities fron 

the electric dipole De and the magnetic dipole 
Dm requires that 

A-2 La L (1) 
Where: 

As the area, defined by the projection of the 
average conductor turn on a plane normal to 
the axis of the helix; 

L-the operating radian length; and 
ps: the pitch of the helix. 
Solving Equation 1 for the turn area. A gives 

A=pL (2) 

Equation 2 is the basic relationship for a Small 
helix equivalent to superimposed coaxial elec 
tric and magnetic dipoles exhibiting radiation 
with circular polarization. It means that the 
conductor 0 of the radiating structure is to be 
so proportioned that the average conductor turn 
has an area. A substantially equal to the product 
of the pitch p of the turns times the operating 
radian length I of the System. While a rigorous 
proof may be given to show that such a helical 
conductor inherently causes the corresponding 
fields of the two waves of crossed polarization to 
be in phase quadrature in time, this may be de 
duced from the simple relation (2). From that 
equation it is seen that the ratio of the two 
fields involves the first power of the radian 
length or frequency which is inevitably aSSoci 
ated with the relationship of time-phase quadra 
ture. The direction of rotation of the circular 
polarization depends on the phase sequence of 
the cross components of the radiation fields of 
the electric and magnetic dipoles and is deter 
mined by the sense in which the coil is pitched. 
The radiation pattern is doughnut-shaped, co 
axial with the helix. 
Where the turns of the helical conductor 0 

are identical, each must be proportioned in ac 
cordance with Equation 2. However, it is not 
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4. 
necessary that the turns be identical because ap 
proximately circular polarization is achieved so 
long as the area. Of the average conductor turn 
and the average pitch of the several turns are 
related to the radian length in the manner of 
Equation 2, assuming nearly the same current in 
all turns. 
The foregoing relations for circular polariza 

tion are based upon the assumption that all of 
the radiation comes from the helica conductor 
0 and assume uniform current distribution 

around each turn of the helix. The latter as 
Sumption requires that each turn be much less 
than the resonant length of the conductor, which 
is approximately one-half wave length. Ideally, 
a self-resonant helical conductor should be Small 
enough so that the resonant length of the con 
ductor is wound in a Substantial number of turns 
and this means a coil radius which is a small 
fraction of the Operating radian length. A con 
ductor of one-half Wave length wound in ac 
cordance with the critical relation of expression 
(2) may define a helix having a radius a. and an 
axial length b as follows: 

L b =ga = (4) 
In Equations 3 and 4 the factor n is the number 
of turns of the helix. An antenna, conductor of 
this shape inherently provides substantially cir 
cular polarization. The conductor thickneSS may 
be a substantial fraction of the pitch as is cus 
tonary in helical-coil construction. 

In connecting Signal-translating apparatus to 
an antenna, of the type represented in Fig. 1a, 
certain precautions are to be taken in order to 
avoid destroying the circular polarization by the 
presence of other radiations which may be caused 
by the feed connections. In Fig. 2d., for example, 
the helical antenna is utilized in a balanced Sys 
ten and balanced connections are made to ter 
minals in the vicinity of the mid-point of the 
radiator by means of a balanced transmission 
line of the open-wire type having closely 
spaced conductors. An inductive loop 2 con 
nected to one end of the transmission line Serves 
to couple this line and the antenna to a signal 
translating apparatus 3, shown in block diagram 
Since the nature of that apparatus is immaterial 
to the operation of the antenna. Antenna. Sys 
tems exhibit the same characteristics when 
utilized either for Wave-signal reception or trans 
mission and, therefore, the unit 3 may con 
stitute either a receiver or a transmitter in ac 
cordance with the requirements of the particular 
installation. 
Some economy of Space may be obtained by 

curtailing the ends of the helical conductor O 
which make a very Small contribution to the total 
radiation and by replacing them with capacitive 
loading. This is represented by the arrangement 
of Fig. 2b Which is generally similar to that of 
Fig. 2d., COrresponding components thereof being 
identified by the same reference characters. The 
coil of Fig. 2b has a shorter length than is 
required for Self-resonance at the operating wave 
length but resonance is achieved by loading. For 
this purpose each end has capacitive loading in 
the form of nonradiating radial conductive 
spokes 4, 24 disposed in a plane transverse to 
the axis of the helix. The Spokes contribute a 
negligible amount of radiation and do not ad 
versely affect the desired circular polarization, 
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The modifications of Figs. 2e and 2d are also 
directed to balanced antenna systems but of the 
type in which the helical conductor has a length 
exceeding that required for self-resonance, Ca 
pacitive reactance means are associated with the 
radiator O for tuning out the excess reactance 
and for establishing a condition of self-resonance 
at the operating wave length. In Fig. 2c, this 
capacitive reactance means is shown as Series 
condensers (5, 5 interposed between the center 
terminals of the antenna, conductor and the sig 
nal-translating apparatus f3. In the modifi 
cation of Fig. 2d, the helix is even longer and its 
excess inductive reactance is tuned out at inter 
vals by series condensers 6, 6 separated, pref 
erably, by a length of conductor of approximately 
one-quarter wave length or less So that the cur 
rent in between is nearly uniforn. 
In the arrangement of Fig. 3a, the helical con 

ductor O represents schematically a radiating 
structure of the type represented in any of Figs. 
2a-2d, inclusive. It is connected through a bal 
anced transmission line of the open-wire type 
20 to a signal-translating apparatus 2. The 
length of transmission line 20 is approximately 
one-half of the operating wave length and it pro 
jects axially within the radiating structure to be 
connected by very short lead lengths to central 
terminals 22, 22. Stub transmission lines 24, 24 
are also included in the balanced conductor sys 
tem employed for feeding the antenna, so as ef 
fectively to isolate unbalanced currents of this 
conductor system from the radiating structure. 
Each of the Stub lines is connected at its near end 
to the balanced line 20 and is short-circuited at its 
far end. Also, each has an electrical length of 
one-quarter of the operating wave length. A gen 
erally similar arrangement is represented in Fig. 
3b but modified so as to preserve the symmetry. 
In particular, the transmission line 20 extends en 
tirely through the radiating structure and addi 
tional Stub lines 25, 25 connected thereto maintain 
the balance of the System. In the arrangements 
of Figs. 3a and 3b capacitive currents which may 
flow between the radiating structure and trans 
mission line 20 are unbalanced on the transmis 
Sion line and tend to cause some radiation op 
posing the electric dipole radiation of the struc 
ture O. Where this is encountered. It may be 
compensated by slightly increasing the pitch of 
the helix. 
An unbalanced System is represented in Fig. 4. 

It again includes the conductive structure O in 
the form of a self-resonant helical coil and a non 
radiating, conductive shield spaced from one end 
thereof. The shield is made of several radially 
extending conductive spokes 27, 27 extending 
transversely of the coil axis and individually 
having an electrical length of approximately one 
quarter of the operating wavelength. The trans 
mission line 28 for connecting the signal-trans 
lating apparatus 29 with the antenna system is 
of the coaxial or unbalanced type. Its outer 
shield conductor is connected with the shield 
27 while its inner conductor connects with the 
lower end of the helical conductor O. 

All of the described embodiments of the in 
vention utilize an antenna structure in the form 
of a multiturn helical conductor or coil. To ob 
tain an increased radiation power factor and 
higher efficiencies, the dimensions of the antenna 
should be comparable with the radian length. To 
Secure this result in a helical antenna with a 
length of Wire consistent with half-wave reso 
nance, the helix must be made of very few turns 
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6 
or even a fraction of one turn. For this pur 
pose a multiflar conductive structure of the type 
represented in Figs. 5a and 5b may be used. 
As illustrated, the multiflar structure in 

cludes a plurality of similar coaxial conductors 
of helical configuration, four such conductors 
being shown and being indicated by the refer 
ence characters 35, 36, 37, and 38. In order to 
maintain the axial symmetry of current distri 
bution, the several conductors are symmetrically 
arranged relative to their common axis and are 
connected in parallel at the opposite poles of the 
electromagnetic dipole. Fig. 5b which is an 
end view of the multifar structure shows the 
end terminations 35, 36', 37, and 38' of the 
several conductors and their arrangement as ra 
dial spokes connected together at a central hub 
indicated 40. The conductors are all of the same 
length, and, preferably, do not exceed one turn, 
a length of one-half turn being represented. 
This length corresponds to one-half the operat 
ing Wave length and causes the helical structure 
to be self-resonant. The conductor thickness 
may be a Substantial fraction of the circumfer 
ential separation so long as the thickness is not 
made So great as to obstruct the magnetic field or 
cause excessive capacitance. The radial spokes 
formed at the poles of the electromagnetic dipole 
in Order to Connect the wires in parallel in a 
desired manner do not radiate in any appre 
ciable amount but do constitute a capacitive 
loading. Each conductor is proportioned to sat 
isfy the basic relation of Equation 2 but for a 
fractional-turn embodiment the pitch becomes 
greater than the axial length of the multifilar 
structure. The formulas of Equations 3 and 4 
are not applicable to the multifilar construction 
because a substantial part of the length of each 
conductor is used in the end spokes. Also, the 
diameter may slightly exceed the radian length 
So that the assumed equivalence of small dipoles is 
inadequate. For the self-resonant half-turn 
construction of Fig. 5, the radius and axial length 
for circular polarization are approximately six 
tenths the radian length. 
There is an Optimum fractional number of . 

turns and a corresponding optimum shape for the 
Self-resonant multifilar structure to achieve max 
imum radiation power factor and maximum ef 
ficiency. The optimum number of turns is in 
the range from one-quarter to one turn and the 
optimum shape has an axial length about equal to 
the radius. 
The multiflar modification simulates a helical 

coil of 7 turns, where n is the number of turns 
included in each parallel-connected conductor 
of the multifilar structure and is a fraction less 
than unity. The number of conductors con 
nected in parallel to simulate n effective turns 
is preferably at least equal to 2/n. For example, 
a structure for one-half turn effective should 
have at least four conductors connected in par 
allel, as represented in Fig. 2, but a larger num 
ber may be employed if practical. In general, 
an improvement of radiation power factor and 
efficiency are realized with an increased number 
of parallel-connected conductors. 
The multifilar structure operates in a manner 

generally similar to that of the nultiturn coil 
of Fig. la. The dash-dot construction line of 
Fig. 5a represents an imaginary cylinder bound 
ing the structure and the area of that cylinder is 
the factor A to be utilized in proportioning the 
conductors to Satisfy Equation 2. 
Connections to the structure of Fig. 5a may be 
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established in several ways, for example, as in 
dicated in Figs. 6a and 6b. It should be noted, 
however, that the multifilar structure in these representations has been simplified by unwinding 
the helixes. This showing has been chosen in an 
effort to clarify the disclosure. 

In Fig. 6a, a signal-translating apparatus 4 
is connected to the conductive structure through 
a balanced transmission line 4f connected to cen 
ter terminals 42, 42 of only one of the parallel 
connected conductors. In the arrangement of 
Fig. 6b, the balanced transmission line 4 is 
tapped on one of the parallel-connected conduc 
tors at separated points in order to obtain an 
impedance match. Series condensers 3 may be 
utilized to cancel the reactance components of 
the impedance between the tapping points. If 
desired, an unbalanced connection of the type 
shown in Fig. 4 may be made to the multiflar 
structure and self-resonance may be obtained by 
selecting the several conductors of the proper 
length or by loading in the manner of Figs. 2b 
and 2C. 
The several modifications of the invention rep 

resented in Figs. 1-6, inclusive, have small physi 
cal dimensions and require but a Small Space for 
any installation. At the same time, each con 
ductor of the conductive structure contributes to 
both of the crossed field components in a man 
ner which inherently provides circular polariza 
tion with one direction of rotation. In a com 
plete communication system of the direct-signal 
type, wherein a signal from a transmitting an 
tenna is directly intercepted by a receiving an 
tenna, without any intervening reflection, like 
antennas are to be employed. That is, the heli 
cal conductors of the receiving antenna are to 
be pitched in the same sense as those of the 
transmitting antenna. On the other hand, 
where it is desired to detect reflected signals and 
to reject direct ones, the conductors of the re 
ceiving and transmitting antennas are to have 
opposite pitches. The discrimination between 
direct and reflected signals results from the fact 
that a circularly polarized radiation reverses its 
direction of rotation upon reflection. 

Reception of signals of various origins and 
over various transmission paths may be accom 
plished in a diversity receiving System in the 
manner of Fig. 7. In this figure one antenna 
structure 50 including helical conductors pitched 
in one sense is connected to a first diversity re 
ceiver 5 while a second antenna structure 52, 
having helical conductors of an opposite pitch, 
is connected with a second diversity receiver 53. 
The structures 50 and 52 may have any of the 
forms described above. The output circuits of 
the receivers 5 and 53 are connected in parallel 
with a common signal-reproducing device 54 in 
the usual fashion. The common receiving por 
tion 54 contains the mixing and switching cir 
cuits customarily utilized in diversity reception. 
Since the individual antenna structures 50 and 
52 are reversely pitched, the system may respond 
to wave signals of circular polarization having 
either direction of rotation, as well as signals of 
plane polarization at any angle. 

For convenience of explanation, all structures 
of the drawings, except that of Fig. 7, have been 
described principally in connection with wave 
signal transmission. As already indicated, the 
functions of reception and transmission with any 
such antenna are unavoidably associated by the 
reciprocity theorem. Therefore, such terms as 
"radiating conductor,' 'radiation with circular 
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8 
polarization' and similar expressions are used in 
the text and in the appended claims in a generic 
sense to define an antenna structure in ac 
cordance with the invention whether that an 
tenna be utilized for signal transmission or re 
ception. Additionally, the term 'area' of the 
claims is intended to have the meaning set forth 
in the definitions associated with Equation 1. 
While there have been described what are at 

present considered to be the preferred embodi 
ments of this invention, it will be obvious to those 
skilled in the art that various changes and modi 
fications may be made therein without depart 
ing from the invention, and it is, therefore, anied 
in the appended claims to cover all such changes 
and modifications as fall within the true spirit 
and scope of the invention. - 3 
What is claimed is: 
1. An antenna system comprising: a conduc 

tive structure having a maximum dimension 
much less than one-half of the operating wave 
length, including at least one conductor of heli 
cal configuration and proportioned so that the 
average conductor turn of said structure has an 
area substantially equal to the product of the 
average pitch of the conductor turns times the 
operating radian length of said system, whereby 
said antenna system exhibits the property, of 
radiation with substantially circular polariza 
tion. 

2. An antenna system comprising: a conduc 
tive structure having a maximum dimension 
much less than one-half of the operating wave 
length and being approximately self-resonant at 
said operating wave length, said structure in 
cluding at least one conductor of helical con 
figuration, and being proportioned so that the 
average conductor turn of said structure has an 
area. Substantially equal to the product of the 
average pitch of the conductor turns times the 
operating radian length; whereby said antenna 
system exhibits the property of radiation with 
substantially circular polarization. 

3. An antenna System comprising: a conduc 
tive structure having a maximum dimension. 
much less than one-half of the operating wave 
length, including at least one conductor of heli 
cal configuration and proportioned so that the 
average conductor turn of said structure has an 
area substantially equal to the product of the 
average pitch of the conductor turns times the 
operating radian length of said system; and a 
substantially nonradiating conductor system for 

5 connecting signal-translating apparatus with 
said structure; whereby said antenna system 
exhibits the property of radiation with substan 
tially circular polarization. w 

4. An antenna system comprising: a radiat 
ing conductor of helical configuration having a 
maximum dimension much less than one-half of 
the operating wave length, including a plurality 
of conductor turns and proportioned so that the 
average turn has an area substantially equal to 
the product of the average pitch of said turns 
times the operating radian length of said sys 
tem; whereby said antenna system exhibits the 
property of radiation with substantially circular 
polarization. 

5. An antenna system comprising: an antenna 
conductor of helical configuration the dimen 

75 

sions of which are less than the operating radian 
length of said system, including a plurality of 
conductor turns and proportioned so that the 
average turn has an area substantially equal to 
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the product of the average pitch of said turns 
times said radian length; whereby said antenna 
system exhibits the property of radiation with 
substantially circular polarization. 

6. An antenna system comprising: an antenna 
conductor of helical configuration having a maxi 
mum dimension much less than one-half of the 
operating wave length, having a helical radius 
which is a small fraction of the operating radian 
length of said system, including a plurality of 
conductor turns and proportioned so that the 
average turn has an area. Substantially equal to 
the product of the average pitch of Said turns 
times said radian length; whereby said antenna 
system exhibits the property of radiation with 
substantially circular polarization. 

7. An antenna system comprising: an antenna 
conductor of helical configuration having a max 
imum dimension much less than one-half of the 
operating wave length, including a plurality of 
conductor turns, having a length substantially less 
than required for self-resonance at said Operating 
wave length, and proportioned so that the average 
turn has an area substantially equal to the prod 
uct of the average pitch of said turns times the 
operating radian length; and nonradiating con 
ductive means connected to the opposite ends of 
said conductor for capacitively loading said con 
ductor to cause said conductor to be substantially 
self-resonant at said wave length; whereby said 
antenna system exhibits the property of radiation 
with substantially circular polarization. 

8. A balanced antenna system comprising: a 
conductive structure having a maximum dimen 
sion much less than one-half of the operating 
wave length, including at least one conductor 
of helical configuration and proportioned so that 
the average conductor turn of said structure has 
an area substantially equal to the product of the 
average pitch of the conductor turns times the 
operating radian length of said system; and a 
substantially nonradiating balanced conductor 
system for connecting signal-translating appa 
ratus in balanced manner to the mid-point of said 
structure; whereby said antenna system exhibits 
the property of radiation with substantially cir 
cular polarization. 

9. An unbalanced antenna system comprising: 
a conductive structure having a maximum di 
mension much less than one-half of the Operat 
ing wave length, including at least one con 
ductor of helical configuration and propor 
tioned so that the average conductor turn of said 
structure has an area substantially equal to the 
product of the average pitch of the conductor 
turns times the operating radian length of said 
system; a shield spaced from one end of said 
structure including non-radiating, radial conduc 
tive spokes having a length of substantially one 
quarter of said wave length and positioned in a 
plane transverse to the axis of said structure; 
and a coaxial transmission line for coupling 
signal - translating apparatus to said antenna 
system, having an inner conductor connected to 
Said one end of said structure and an outer con 
ductor connected to said shield; whereby said 
antenna system exhibits the property of radia 
tion with substantially circular polarization. 

10. An antenna system comprising: a multi 
flar conductive structure having a maximum di 
mension much less than one-half of the operat 
ing wave length, including a plurality of sim 
lar coaxial conductors of helical configuration 
symmetrically arranged relative to the common 
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O 
axis, connected in parallel at the poles of said 
structure and proportioned so that the average 
conductor turn of said structure has an area 
substantially equal to the product of the average 
pitch of the conductor turns times the operating 
radian length of said system; whereby said an 
tenna system exhibits the property of radiation 
with substantially circular polarization. 

11. An antenna System comprising: a multi 
filar conductive structure having a maximum di 
mension much less than one-half of the operat 
ing wave length, including a plurality of similar 
coaxial conductors of helical configuration sym 
metrically arranged relative to the common axis, 
connected in parallel at the poles of said struc 
ture, having a thickness which is a substantial 
fraction of the circumferential spacing of said 
conductors, and proportioned so that the average 
conductor turn of Said structure has an area 
Substantially equal to the product of the average 
pitch of the conductor turns times the operat 
ing radian length of said system; whereby said 
antenna system exhibits the property of radia 
tion with substantially circular polarization. 

12. An antenna system comprising: a multi 
filar conductive structure having a maximum di 
mension much less than one-half of the operat 
ing wave length, including a plurality of similar 
coaxial conductors of helical configuration sym 
metrically arranged relative to the common axis, 
connected in parallel at the poles of said struc 
ture, having a helical length not exceeding one 
turn and proportioned so that the average con 
ductor turn of said structure has an area sub 
stantially equal to the products of the average 
pitch of the conductor turns times the operat 
ing radian length of said system; whereby said 
antenna system exhibits the property of radia 
tion with substantially circular polarization. 

13. An antenna system comprising: a multi 
flar conductive structure having a maximum di 
mension much less than one-half of the operat 
ing wave length, including a plurality of sim 
lar coaxial conductors of helical configuration 
Symmetrically arranged relative to the common 
axis, connected in parallel at the poles of said 
structure, having a helical length substantially 
equal to one-half turn and proportioned so that 
the average conductor turn of said structure has 
an area substantially equal to the product of the 
average pitch of the conductor turns times the 
Operating radian length of said system; where 
by said antenna system exhibits the property of 
radiation with substantially circular polariza 
tion. 

14. An antenna system comprising: a multi 
filar conductive structure having a maximum di 
mension much less than one-half of the operat 
ing wave length, simulating a helical coil with 
an axial length Substantially equal to the helical 
radius and including a plurality of similar co 
axial conductors of helical configuration sym 
metrically arranged relative to the common axis, 
connected in parallel at the poles of said struc 
ture. having a length within the range from one 
quarter to one turn and proportioned so that the 
average conductor turn of said structure has an 
area substantially equal to the product of the 
average pitch of the conductor turns times the 
operating radian length of said system; whereby 
said antenna system exhibits the property of 
radiation with substantially circular polariza 
tion. 

15. An antenna system comprising: a multiflar 
conductive structure having a maximum dimen 
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sion much less than one-half of the operating 
wave length, simulating a helical coil of (m) turns 
and including a plurality of at least (2/n) simi 
lar coaxial conductors of helical configuration 
symmetrically arranged relative to the common 
axis, connected in parallel at the poles of said 
structure, and proportioned so that the average 
conductor turn of said structure has an area sub 
stantially equal to the product of the average 
pitch of the conductor turns times the operating 
radian length of Said System where (n) is a frac 
tion less than unity; whereby said antenna sys 
tem exhibits the property of radiation with sub 
stantially circular polarization. 

16. An antenna System comprising: an an 
tenna conductor of helical configuration having 
a maximum dimension much less than one-half 
of the operating wave length, including a plu 
rality of conductor turns, having a length sub 
stantially less than required for self-resonance 
at the operating wave length of said system, and 
proportioned So that the average turn has an area 
Substantially equal to the product of the average 
pitch of Said turns times the operating radian 
length; and nonradiating, conductive, radial 
Spokes connected to the opposite ends of said 
conductor for capacitively loading said conductor 
to cause Said conductor to be substantially self 
resonant at Said wave length; whereby said an 
tenna, System exhibits the property of radiation 
with substantially circular polarization. 

17. An unbalanced antenna system compris 
ing: a conductive structure having a maximum 
dimension much less than one-half of the oper 
ating Wave length, including at least one con 
ductor of helical configuration and proportioned 
So that the average conductor turn of said struc 
ture has an area substantially equal to the prod 
uct of the average pitch of the conductor turns 
times the operating radian length of said system; 
a nonradiating conductive shield spaced from 
One end of Said structure; and a two-conductor 
transmission line for coupling signal-translating 
apparatus to said antenna system, having one 
conductor connected to said one end of said struc 
ture and another conductor connected to said 
shield; whereby said antenna system exhibits 
the property of radiation with substantially cir 
cular polarization. 
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18. An antenna system comprising: a multi 

filar conductive structure having a maximum 
dimension much less than one-half of the oper 
ating wave length, substantially self-resonant at 
Said operating wave length and including a plu 
rality of similar coaxial conductors of helical 
configuration symmetrically arranged relative to 
the common axis, connected in parallel at the 
poles of said structure, individually having a 
conductor length of substantially one-half of 
Said wave length, and proportioned so that the 
average conductor turn of said structure has an 
area. Substantially equal to the product of the 
average pitch of the conductor turns times the 
Operating radian length of said system; whereby 
said antenna system exhibits the property of 
radiation with Substantially circular polarization. 

19. An antenna system comprising: an an 
tenna conductor of helical configuration having 
a maximum dimension much less than one-half 
of the operating wave length, including a plural 
ity of conductor turns, having a length substan 
tially different from that required for self-reso 
nance at Said wave length, and proportioned so 
that the average turn has an area substantially 
equal to the product of the average pitch of said 
turns times the operating radian length; where 
by said antenna System exhibits the property of 
radiation with substantially circular polariza 
tion; and nonradiating loading means connected 
in Series relation with said conductor and pro 
portioned to cause said conductor to be substan 
tially self-resonant at said wave length. 

HAROLD A. WHEELER. 
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